Mototravel–7 day Adventure & Off-road tour: Experienced riders Only

Tel EU: +31657846516
GEO: +995592142266

Website: http://mototraveltbilisi.com/
Email: mototravelgeorgia@gmail.com
Address: Leonidze st. 8: 0105 Tbilisi, Georgia
Comm no.: 404521246

The 7 day adventure tour offers the best off-road tracks in the country. Because of the extreme and harsh
condition in the mountains this tour is only available from half of June until half of September.
Find yourself between the mountain peaks
without encountering anybody else. For this
tour riders need to show they have substantial
off-roading experiences. During this tour we
spent the night and eat in the most authentic
guesthouses or at homestays in regions where
there are no guesthouses. Mother cooks on the
old wood stoves with fresh vegetable from the
garden and sons will show us the family wine
cellar, and give as a taste of that. The best way
to grasp what Georgia is about, and the best
way to get as close to what Georgia entails as
possible.
Everything described in this package is included
within the total price of the package.
Accommodation, breakfast, lunch and dinner.
During every meal there are no limits
whatsoever when it comes to food and drinks.
In addition, both lunch and dinner are warm
and very comprehensive meals. You can leave
your wallet at home during the tour. From
experience we know this is the most practical
and comfortable way. The only thing you have to do as our guest is ride your bike. Besides that you will
have the opportunity to fully enjoy the nature, culture, the unique Georgian hospitality and the amazing
cuisine and the drinks to go along with that.
On the road we will visit a lot of sights; century old churches and other buildings but also the most amazing
viewing points. There are basically too much to mention. That is why you will not find all of them back in
the day-to-day plan you will find below. Nevertheless, visiting these sights is a must to seep in the unique
culture of the country.
Arrival day: First of all we will pick you up from the airport and bring you to your accommodation in Tbilisi,
wherever in the city it may be.
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Day 1: After gearing up the motorcycles we head west towards Racha. A mountainous which is even
undiscovered for Georgian standards. The local population is known for its relaxed attitude and the nature
and amazingly situated roads will give you exactly this chill out vibe. It also makes that you will experience
the untouched and authentic rural Georgia. We spent the night at Temuri’s amazing guesthouse. He builds
all you see himself and is not afraid to talk about the bear and wolf skins that are up the wall and more
importantly, how they got there. Our first Supra awaits, beautiful regional dishes, homemade wine and
chacha and freshly smoked ham from the garden smoker.
Day 2: Here our off road adventure truly starts. From Oni we ride up to Svaneti. Via Lentekhi up to Ushguli
and later on Mulakhi. After riding this track don’t be shy to tell the Svans, you will gain quite some
appreciation for it. Out here the local language is Svan, not understandable for Georgians, this is a region
on its own. From Lentekhi onwards a 70 KM dirt road brings us up to Svaneti, rocky and not easy to ride.
Nevertheless, sceneries are incomparable and riding through them you’ll feel one with your surroundings.
Day 3: Just like the night before we spent the night at a homestay in Mulakhi, far away from the more
crowded villages of Ushguli and Mestia. Out here the men still work the land by hand. You will feel yourself
in a different world a 100 years back. More importantly it gives you a true insight in how life in the famous
mountain region really is. We spent the day discovering the wider area. Since the history dates back for
multiple millennia in Svaneti there are unused dirt tracks to almost all of the most amazing places
overlooking the valleys with the Svan towers from the 10th-11th century which make the region so unique.
Day 4: We leave Svaneti using the ‘’main road’’ a beautiful tarmac road that offers the best road riding in
the greater Caucasus. Riding along the villages with the historic towers and Mt. Ushba on the background
you know you are riding in free Svaneti, a regions that still keeps it pagan traditions that date back from
before Christianity. As we leave Svaneti we ride to Kutaisi, the capital of the Imereti region. Kutaisi is
Georgia’s second biggest city. We dine at Palaty, a beautiful ‘’bohemic’’ restaurant with the best local
food.
Day 5: We skip the main highway to go back East. We take the backroads and visit off the beaten track
villages on the way. Driving form West to East allows to see how quickly nature changes, the diversity in
Georgian nature is what makes it that special. Ten climate zones in the small country, from Steppe areas
to lush wine fields and 5000 meter high mountains cover Georgia’s territory. We spent the night in Tbilisi
preparing for our last challenge, Tusheti..
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Day 6: The road to Tusheti is only open around 4/5 months a year, one road in and one road out. The rest
of the year it is only to be reached by helicopter. The famous Abano pass is, covered in the world’s most
dangerous roads, is a treasure of the Caucasian mountains. Because of the harsh conditions the road is
used by local shepherds herding their flock to lower lands when winter starts. We end up in a mountainous
wonder land. Again the defense towers and the influences of the paganism that flourished here are visible.
Day 7: We ride back to Tbilisi, crossing valleys meeting shepherds on horses herding their flocks it is a
perfect reminder of the rough, unique and harsh mountain people we have met.
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